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River comes back to life
And gives hope
By Wendy Keats

Spring, what an absolutely wonderful time of the year! Gardens being 
planted, the smell of lilacs in the air, the chorus of a thousand birds as 
they return home from their winter vacations. Nothing makes me feel 
any more vibrant and alive than watching spring burst onto the scene. 
And while I thank my lucky stars every day for having the opportunity to 

live surrounded by nature on the beautiful Petitcodiac River, never as much as at this time of the 
year. 

I love this river. One of my greatest joys has been watching it come back to life since the causeway 
gates opened in 2010. I remember that spring so well. 

Big splash
I was sitting at the river’s edge reading a book, drinking a coffee (which admittedly may have had a 
touch of Bailey’s) when I heard splashing in the water, like fish jumping. Well I’d been on this river 
for 15 years, and had pretty much given up on the idea that there were any fish in there at all let 
alone anything that could make a big splash. 

Oh, I’d heard all the stories from old fishermen about the giant trout and salmon they used to haul 
out in the old days (“yessir, it was so darned gosh big it took the two of us to carry it to the truck. 
Then we couldn’t get the tailgate closed ‘cause the darned fish was longer than the truck box“). 
Anyhow, since I personally had never laid eyes on a fish bigger than a minnow, I had come to think 
these fish stories were… well, just fish stories.   

Perplexed
So on this beautiful spring day, I was more than a little perplexed by this splashing in the river. 
After a quick check on the level of Bailey’s left in the bottle and determining that was definitely not 
the cause of any delusions, I crept closer to the river bank. And what to my wondering eyes did 
appear? (No, not Santa). 

Hundreds and hundreds of Gaspereau! Big ones, little ones, fat ones, long ones – all having a 
jolly old feast on the insects dumb enough to hover overhead. I rushed into the house to get my 
camera and took a picture. And here folks is the day the fish came home to Keats Kabin.

Later that spring, the eagles followed and more breeds of ducks, geese, and birds started nesting 
along the banks. Then came muskrats, herons, and all sorts of fish, fowl and other creatures of the 
ecosystem. People have starting fishing again and I’m hearing from reliable sources that there are 
some promising developments in the return of salmon and other species to the river that were 
thought to possibly be gone forever.

Gives hope
I simply don’t have words to describe what it’s been 
like to watch this river begin to come back to life again. 
It still has a long way to go but it gives me hope - hope 
that Mother Earth is resilient enough to hold on just a 
little bit longer. Because I think we are learning. I think 
the critical mass is waking up. And I think there is some 
merit to the old Hopi prophesy that says, “When the 
Earth has been ravaged and the animals are dying, a 
tribe of people from all tribes, creeds, and colors will 
put their faith in deeds, not words, to make the land 
green again. They shall be known as Warriors of the 
Rainbow. Protectors of the Environment.”

May we all be warriors.

Editorial

Wendy Keats
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In February, Glenn Kaye drove some 7,000 kilometres to the Florida 
Keys and back and not once stopped for gas. His total fuel bill? 
$0. How is this possible? He drove an electric car – a Tesla T to be 
exact.

Glenn has always been ahead of the curve when it comes to 
adopting eco-friendly technologies. As the founder of Maritime 
Geothermal Ltd., he is regarded as one of Canada’s foremost 
experts in the geothermal industry. Now he’s blazing another trail 
behind the wheel of what he believes will be the world’s next 
generation automobiles.

20,000 electric vehicles
The Petitcodiac man owns two of nearly 20,000 plug-in vehicles 
on the roads today in Canada – the other is a Nissan Leaf. That 
represents less than one per cent of Canada’s new vehicle sales. 
Affordability and availability are the biggest barriers to ownership, 
as well as the driving range of the vehicles.

However, as new and cheaper models come onto the market, the 
network of charging stations expands and technology advances so 
that batteries charge faster and last longer, Kaye is convinced that 
electric vehicles will replace their gas guzzling counterparts. “It 
will be just like the day the gas car took over the horse and buggy. 
“This will occur for many reasons, he quickly adds. “We’ve got to. 
For no other reason than we’ve got to stop putting carbon dioxides 
into the air. We’re going to cook ourselves out here.”

Industry leader
A committed environmentalist, Kaye was in the well drilling 
business when he learned about geothermal heat pumps at a trade 
show. At first he imported them from the United States, but when 
interest rates soared, he learned how to build them himself and 
set up a “little company” with his mother Edna, a retired business 
teacher. Today, that little company is a leader in the manufacture 
of innovative heat pumps. In fact, his is the only company in North 
America that produces air-to-water heat pumps.

Returns on investment
Glenn sees a lot of similarities between the heat pump and electric 
car industries. It took time for heat pumps to catch on, but once 
consumers came to appreciate the financial returns on their 
investment, as well as the environmental benefits, they got over 

the sticker shock and sales took off. He firmly believes electric 
vehicles will experience the same buying trend as their cost comes 
down and their ROI will be many times over their purchase price. 
He points to the debut of the 2017 Chevrolet Bolt, which is the first 
moderately priced electric vehicle and a strong battery capacity for 
wide driving range. GM projects 320 kilometres in good weather 
and recharging to 80-per-cent capacity will take 30 minutes on a 
240-volt system. 

Incentives to buy
In addition, drivers in provinces like Ontario and Quebec can take 
advantage of monetary incentives to buy electric vehicles as part 
of broader efforts to reduce greenhouse gases. Quebec alone has 
set an ambitious target of having 100,000 electric cars on its roads 
by 2020.

There is a mounting body of evidence to suggest that Canadians 
are willing to pay the extra to go electric. According to a study 
by British Columbia’s Simon Fraser University, titled Electrifying 
Vehicles: Insights From The Canadian Plug-in Electric Vehicle Study, 
more than one-third of Canadians are willing to buy a plug-in 
electric vehicle.  That’s more than 8 million drivers.

No maintenance costs
Kaye can certainly make a compelling case to buy an electric car. 
Aside from the savings on gasoline, the plug-in vehicle has zero 
maintenance costs. There’s no engine or radiator to repair and 
its body is made of aluminum so there’s no rust. Plus it has more 
power than a Chevy Corvette, going from 0-60 kms/hr in  just 30 
seconds and travelling at a speed of up to a maximum 250 kms/hr. 
That’s not to mention the fact that electric cars are kinder to the 
environment.

Kaye wants his cars to be an even more eco-friendly alternative to 
his fossil fuel-dependent vehicles. He’s adding solar panels to his 
home so that eventually he can heat his house and charge his car 
using the all-natural energy of the sun’s rays. He’s also planning 
another long-distance road trip; the next time it will be a three-
month cross-country trek to the Tesla plant in Freemont, California. 
The Florida Keys journey proved to him that he can do it - never 
worrying about losing battery power and never costing him a cent 
in gas, not to mention the satisfaction of knowing that he was 
doing his part to reduce his carbon footprint the entire route.

Editorial

Rayanne Brennan

Plugged In
Is Electric Car Vehicle of Future?
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Building a Dream 
For many years, building a house was on Randy Wilson’s “to do” list. He wasn’t really sure whether it would be 
made of stone, logs, or perhaps straw bales but what he did know for sure was that it would be energy efficient and 
maximize the use of both passive and active solar.  

As the price of PV panels dropped year after year, Randy took a course on how to build a passive solar home and 
watched the advancements being made in inverter and battery storage technology. His dream of living off grid was 
increasingly becoming an option and in 2010 he found the perfect spot in Porters Lake, NS.  

An old homestead, the property had a small cabin, some out buildings, and lots of old apple trees and perennials.  
The driveway was narrow, long and just a few inches higher than the level of Petit Lac that banks the east end of his 
property. 

A Family Affair
A home designer helped with the plans and Randy became his own general contractor. Four generations of the Lewis 
and Wilson family pitched in to help.  

Laying a foundation for passive solar
Randy began by laying an active slab in a raft foundation (no footings). This is basically a piece of concrete that floats 
on gravel, reinforced with enough rebar to support the weight of the house. (Note: building codes require this to be 
inspected for strength by an engineer). 

L to R:  John, Betty, Michelle, Oakley, and  

Darlene Lewis, in front: Bianca Wilson-Brazil 
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Randy integrated two active heating methods into his slab: hydronic (hot water) 
and air. The sun shines on the south side of the slab. That is passive solar. 

The slab under the main house in the garage contains pipes designed to 
circulate the hot water from the solar thermal panels on his roof throughout 
the 5” floor.

200 + feet of ductwork in the 8” slab uses a fan to draw warm air from the 
upstairs to heat the floor and then acts in reverse during the summer, blowing 
cool air from the basement to the rest of the house.  

Rebar, mesh, the duct work and the hydronics all sit on the vapor barrier on top 
of R10 high density insulation that is then covered by one pour of concrete. The 
second pour is for the basement walls.

A 2 x 6 thermal break separates the floor of the house from that of the garage 
so it doesn’t steal heat from the main house.  

With its $800 worth of duct pipe and two pours of concrete, this slab is slightly 
more expensive however there is a huge advantage in the heat storage.   

Maximizing the natural landscape
To take the most advantage of the sun, Randy situated his house at the top of 
a hill (which interestingly turned out to be a sand drumlin). Due to the slope 
of his property, he was able to put entrances to both the main house and the 
garage at grade level.

Randy’s PV panels are faced “solar south”, the point in the sky at which the 
sun is highest on the shortest day of the year. 

Triple-glazed, low-emissivity Kolher windows filled with argon reduce heat 
loss and increase solar gain. The angle and placement of the windows ensure 
the maximum solar when the sun is low in the sky during the winter and none 
in the summer when it is higher.

R 40 and R 60 insulation rounds out an already efficient building envelope.

Solar Heating
Two solar thermal collectors heat the glycol water contained in the tubes 
which is then circulated via a heat exchanger and optionally pumped through 
the basement floor. A Thermodynamics solar boiler heat exchanger uses 
glycol to transfer the heat to a water heater. This tank not only stores the 
hot water, it gives an added bonus of radiating additional heat from the hot 
water it is holding. To complete his hot water system, Randy also uses an on-
demand (aka tankless) hot water heater.

Solar electricity
Randy’s 48-volt electrical system consists of 1.44 KW of PV panels, a 4.4 KW 
inverter, and a bank of 12 AGM batteries. His Magnum MS4448 PAE inverter 
automatically stops producing AC power if the voltage drops too low. This 
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prevents his batteries from being discharged below 20% DOC (depth of charge) and 
helps increase their life.

Although his solar panels provide most of his power year round, Randy uses a Power Fist 
2400 watt generator for backup during particularly cloudy weeks. His Magnum inverter 
automatically adjusts the charge from the generator to run the household loads while 
simultaneously recharging his batteries, a process that usually takes 1 – 1 ½ hours.

The Mechanical Room
A compact mechanical room is located in the basement under a service 
chase that runs to the loft for access to the attic and roof. Here, Randy keeps 
everything related to his hydronic, radiant heat, and solar electric systems 
which are integrated to the largest degree possible with one another. 

Annual heating and power costs
Randy doesn’t pay a power bill however propane for his cook stove and 
on-demand water heater costs about $80 per year and gas for his generator 
is around $100 per year. Although the sun provides most of the heat for 
his 2000 square foot home, he uses a wood stove during particularly cold 
periods and burns about 2 cords of wood per year. In 2014, Randy went 
south for the two coldest months of the year and with no heat other than 
solar, his house stayed above 50 degrees Fahrenheit.

Some tips
When asked what advice he might give to others considering building a 
passive solar home, Randy had this to say. “I think one of the mistakes 
people make is to go too big and try to cover 100% of their energy needs 
through solar. Then they look for a quick payback on their investment and 
that just isn’t possible. Solar doesn’t supply all my electric and heating needs 
– only 80% - 90%  – and I rely on propane and my generator for the rest. But 
my payback time is much shorter than if I were trying to do 100% solar. It 
doesn’t bother me if I have to turn my generator on once in awhile or use a 
bit of propane to cook. I’m still reducing my carbon footprint in a huge way 
and yet able to get a return on my investment in a reasonable amount of 
time.” 

Randy also stresses the importance of reducing and managing your power 
consumption. “I use LED bulbs, energy efficient appliances, and have my 
television, computers, and office equipment on power bars. I tend to do 
the little extras on sunny days, like use my electric waffle maker for the big 
family breakfast, or my microwave for something I might otherwise have 
done on the stove. But I don’t get carried away and in the end if I want to be 

excessive, I can. All it means is that I have to turn my generator on for an hour to recharge my batteries and I can 
live with that. There’s no reason at all to sacrifice the comforts of life just because you live off grid. Its really more 
about being aware of the power you have and managing it more effectively.”
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Stuck for off-grid building ideas? Don’t be!
By Jeff Schnurr

A few years ago at Community Forests International (CFI) we asked ourselves a question: “What type of buildings do we 
want on our farm?”

We have a 700-acre farm and forest outside of Sussex, New Brunswick, that we’re transforming into a learning space for 
rural prosperity, dubbed the Rural Innovation Campus. As an organization, we knew what we were capable of in terms of 
design but we wondered what other ideas were out there. We suspected people across the globe had a secret off-grid 
cabin design buried somewhere deep in their subconscious, and we wondered how could we unlock these dream dwellings 
and put the crowd to work?

Backwoods cabin of future
So in January 2014, we launched a competition and put a call out on our website asking architects, homesteaders and 
DIYers to submit designs for a “backwoods cabin of the future.” Our criteria for the cabin was pretty simple. We wanted the 
building to:

• have a positive impact on the environment
• be inspired by the local vernacular
• draw heat from wood and power from the sun
• be 184-square feet or less, and 
• use local materials when possible.  

We were blown away by the response with over 50 submissions from a dozen countries. Once a panel of judges settled on 
a winning design, the Whaelghinbran Nomadic Cabin hailing from Toronto, we got to work and put a concept to action. 
Over the next 18-months we built the latest piece of Rural Innovation Campus infrastructure.
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Epic Energy exists to help people and businesses in our communities, 
harness and enjoy, the full benefits of the Sun, Wind and Water.

Fredericton, NB  | Tel: 506-461-5360 | Email: epicenergysolutions@gmail.com | www.epicenergysolutions.ca

Contact us If you are building or 
want to incorporate renewable 
energy into your home.
We install Net Metered and Off-Grid systems

Second design challenge 
After building the winning design we decided to do it all over 
again, with a focus on embodied carbon and launched the “Can 
a Building Clear the Air?” design challenge. In late March 2016, 
we saw over 60 designs from 24 countries ranging from far flung 
places such as Iran, Japan, India, Russia, and Germany. There 
were also some designs from Sackville and Hampton, NB. All 
were incredibly inspiring.

The winning design of the 2016 competition “Be a part of 
nature” \ was developed by German architecture firm AW+ 
and will be constructed at CFI’s fledgling Rural Innovation 
this summer. The world-class retreat will serve as inspired 
accommodation for students and innovators in-residence.
“Low embodied carbon materials including straw, clay, and local 
wood, while achieving energy efficiency in the design with high 
R-value insulation and proper ventilation. The moss roof panels 
also fit perfectly in the design. Finally, the long-lasting nature 
of this design is essential to reducing our carbon footprint, with 
charred wood to preserve it and a pillar foundation to keep good 
airflow and reduce the building’s impact in the forest.” - Estelle 
Drisdelle (Juror / CFI Co-Founder) 

When you’re based in New Brunswick, struggling to wrap your 
head around complex challenges it’s easy to feel isolated – 
cut off from the world and left to your own devices. This is 
especially true for the off-grid community. The Backwoods Cabin 
of the Future design competition, shattered that sentiment and 
demonstrated how leading thinkers from around the planet can 
help us design the future, one off-grid cabin at a time.

To see the other winning designs check out:
forestsinternational.org/news/post/awards-list 
and for all the entries see 
forestsinternational.org/cabin-design/ 

Winner of 2016 Backwoods Cabin of the Future

Winner of 2016 Backwoods Cabin of the Future
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May 24th marked the 10th anniversary of An Inconvenient Truth, the Al Gore documentary that 
catapulted climate change onto the global agenda.

Here’s a quick look at developments over the past decade, both the inconvenient and the 
convenient.

Inconvenient
Unfortunately, global consumption of fossil fuels – oil, coal and natural gas – is significantly higher 
today than it was a decade ago; we now burn 250 tonnes of coal every second of the year.

Total greenhouse gas emissions have also increased. In 2006, the level of carbon dioxide in our 
atmosphere was 382 parts per million; today, it’s 404 parts per million, with recent annual jumps being the largest on 
record.

The climate is responding: 2015 was the hottest year on record, and 2016 will likely be even hotter. January, February, 
March and April of 2016 have each been, by far, the hottest on record. Sea levels have risen by 40 millimetres since 
2006, the fastest increase on record.

Convenient
The past decade has heralded a revolution in renewable energy, led by a spectacular drop in the cost of solar panels 
and the explosion of solar power installations around the world.

Just how fast are costs dropping?  In 2014, large-scale solar farms in the US were being built promising power for 
five cents per kilowatt-hour. In 2015, that dropped to four cents. Last month, a deal was signed for a new solar farm 
in Mexico at 3.6 cents, and just this month bidders vying to build a massive solar farm in Dubai offered to do it for 
three cents per kilowatt hour, without any subsidies. Compare that to the ten cents per kilowatt-hour most New 
Brunswickers pay for power.

Wind isn’t far behind. Thanks to improvements in turbine technology, well-sited new wind farms can generate power 
for five cents per kilowatt-hour. A wind farm being built this year in Morocco promises power for three cents.

Globally in 2015, renewable power attracted twice the investment that fossil fuel power generation did. Peabody 
Energy, the world’s largest private-sector coal producer, declared bankruptcy last month.

According to Clean Energy Canada, more Canadians now work in green energy than in the oilsands. Two months ago, 
experts at Stanford University outlined an achievable path to 100 per cent renewable energy for Canada by 2030 – just 
14 years from now – using existing technology.  

Ten years on, some 
inconvenient and 
convenient truths
By Carl Duivenvoorden



About the 
Author  
Carl Duivenvoorden is a speaker, 
writer and sustainability 
consultant, helping people and 
organizations learn how they 
can save money, energy and our 
environment. His column, Green 
Ideas, runs every other Tuesday 
in the NB Telegraph Journal, 
the Fredericton Daily Gleaner 
and four weeklies, as well as in 
the Huffington Post. He lives in 
Upper Kingsclear with his wife 
and two sons.

BUILDERS CO-OPERATIVE LTD.
Passive Solar Design, New Home 
Construction & Renovations

Contact us:
506-536-1333
info@energreen.coop
www.energreen.coop

EnerGreen Builders Co-operative is proud to have received the 
New Brunswick Premier’s Award for Energy Efficiency in Residential Homes 2014.
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In 2006, electric cars were rare. Today, there are over a million on the road worldwide. 
Tesla’s recent launch of its Model 3 is revolutionizing the automotive world, and all major 
manufacturers are scrambling to get electric models to the market. 

Politically, the winds have changed too. In 2008, Americans elected Barack Obama, who has 
moved aggressively on climate change and rallied other world leaders, including his Chinese 
counterpart, into action. In 2015, Albertans and Canadians elected new governments that 
have promised action on emissions reduction. And the pope and leaders of other faiths are 
speaking about the moral imperative of action on climate change.

175 countries have signed the December 2015 Paris Accord. It’s not perfect, but it’s our best 
hope in years.

Looking forward
Unfortunately, the green energy revolution has been a slow train coming to our province. 
Solar energy is largely an unexploited and unsupported opportunity, and much wind blows 
unharnessed. In the midst of our own abundant forest, we continue to import fossil fuel and 
electricity from elsewhere to keep us warm. And, somehow, the short-term construction jobs 
promised by someone else’s fossil fuel pipeline seem to have enchanted us into believing it’s 
going to be an economic panacea for us.

But hope springs eternal and, as the last decade proves, change is exponential – so, with 
bated breath, I wait for what the next decade will bring.
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Uses and Applications: 
coffee substitute, food, pollinator support, nutrient management, and as medicine: liver 
and kidney support, digestion, and mineral replacement.

Active Ingredients: bitters, triterpenes, steroles, flavonoids, tannins, potassium, zinc, and 
group B vitamins.

Uses: 
The flower petals are a great addition to salads and are rich in flavonoids, which will 
nourish your skin and offer some protection from UV – sunscreen and/or hats still 
recommended. Eat only the petals by pulling them from the center of the flower and 
placing them in a bowl.

The leaves can be eaten in early spring, before flowering when they are less bitter. The 
leaves are also taken as a tea to stimulate and clean the kidneys, while at the same time 
replacing minerals that are lost from the body through this process.

The roots are collected and dried in the fall and used as a tea to improve liver function, 
digestion, and appetite. Roots can be harvested anytime, but in general it is best to 
harvest the roots in the fall as plants begin to push energy and nutrients down into the 
soil for the winter. 

About the 
Author  
Estelle lives on a 400-acre 
homestead and forest and 
is working to restore land, 
grow food and medicine, 
reduce energy and fossil fuel 
use, and create habitat for 
wildlife. Estelle’s interest in 
plants, their uses, and how 
to grow them evolved from 
connecting to the natural 
world through hiking, 
working outdoors, and 
gardening. Estelle is also the 
Food and Ecology Specialist 
at Community Forests 
International, a not-for-profit 
based out of Sackville, NB, 
focusing on sustainable land 
use, forestry, and farming.

 The many uses 
of Dandelion 
                         (Taraxacum officinale)



Let’s keep New Brunswick 
Clean & Green!

Assurons un Nouveau-Brunswick
propre et vert!

Protect New Brunswick’s environment 
for generations to come. 
Recycle tires, paint, oil and glycol.

Protégeons l’environnement du Nouveau-Brunswick 
pour les générations à venir. Recyclons les pneus, 
la peinture, l’huile et le glycol.

Tire Recycling
Take tires to any garage or store that sells tires.  
The drop-off limit is Five (5) tires.  

Recyclage des pneus
Apportez vos pneus à un garage ou à un détaillant 
de pneus. La limite de dépôt est de cinq (5) pneus.

Paint Recycling
Take leftover paint and containers to a collection depot. 
To find the one nearest you visit our Website.

Recyclage de la peinture
Apportez vos restes de peinture et les contenants à 
un comptoir de retour de la peinture. Pour trouver 
le comptoir le près de chez vous, visitez notre site Web.

Oil and Glycol Recycling
Take oil, glycol (antifreeze) and their containers, filters 
and aerosol lubricant and brake cleaner containers  to 
a collection depot. To find the one nearest you visit 
our website.

Récupération de l’huile et du glycol 
Apportez les produits à base d’huile et de glycol 
(antigel) et leurs contenants, les filtres et les contenants 
aérosols de lubrifiants et de nettoyeurs à freins à un 
point de récupération. Pour trouver le point de 
récupération le près de chez vous, visitez notre site Web.

For more information/
Pour plus de renseignements:
www.recyclenb.com
1-888-322-8473  *  506-454-8473
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Dandelion Coffee
Wash and cut the roots and lay out onto a baking sheet and 
roast, turning often, at 300 F.

Grind the roasted roots in a coffee grinder and soak in a 
French press or soak in a pot and strain the liquid.

Add honey, milk, and enjoy!

Ecology
Dandelion has the potential to accumulate calcium, 
potassium, phosphorus, copper and iron if these nutrients are 
already present in the soil. As nutrients are stored in the plant, 
they become stable and cannot be washed out (or leached) 
from a place. This is why dandelion shows up in places that 
have been disturbed – holding both nutrients and soil until 
shrubs and trees begin to grow and providing an abundance 
of food for pollinators from early spring until late summer.
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And the winner in the 
Innovative Outhouse 
category is…
We’re guessing you’ve never seen the words “innovation” and “outhouse” in 
the same sentence before. Which probably also means you’ve never heard of 
North Mountain United Tapestry, a creative group of volunteers committed to 
their community and environmental sustainability. When Off Grid East Coast 
heard about their most recent endeavour, we just had to tell you all about it.

In 2013, amid concerns about the future of the historic Harbourville church (1860), a group of volunteers came together 
to establish North Mountain United Tapestry, a non-profit organization with a mission to promote and celebrate the 
area’s history, culture, and environmental stewardship by turning the old church into a community center for the arts, 
music, craft shows, workshops, art gallery, and farmers market.  

Where oh where do we pee?
When the time came to do something about the growing need for a washroom for 
the market, the group decided to use the funds they would have had to pay to rent a 
porta potty (where the waste would have been dumped into a septic system) and put it 
towards a more environmentally-friendly and sustainable option. Local carpenter and 
active community member, Alex Bezanson, was so inspired by Tapestry’s endeavours, he 
agreed to both design and build it.

Four Chambers and a Slope
The composting toilet system is comprised of four chambers, situated one after another 
on a slope, each separated by a sliding screen grate. Initial composting happens in the 
first chamber and when it is full or the season has ended, the screen is slid out and the 
composted material falls through into the second chamber. It can stay here to compost 
for another entire season, allowing the first chamber to be used again. By the time the 
material makes it through to the last chamber, it is fully composted and ready for use as 
fertilizer.

The actual composting happens through the right combination of material composition 
(layering), heat, and airflow. Initially each chamber is lined with straw and peat moss. 
The straw provides a layer that air can flow through and composts nicely on its own. The 
peat moss absorbs moisture allowing a medium for the straw to break down in. After 
each use, a mix of peat moss and wood chips are spread over the material, absorbing 
the initial odor and, more importantly, creating layers which allows proper composition 
to take place. This process is helped by fresh air taken in through vents at the back of 
the chamber combined with the heat produced from the composting material and 
absorbed from the sun through the translucent material that forms the roof of the 
chambers. This creates an airflow that then rises up through the ventilation pipe.
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More than a pretty face  
The structure itself is built with attention to 
aesthetics, the benefit of sunlight and the beauty 
of wood. A ramp allows wheelchair access and 
the entrance is situated as close to ground level as 
possible.  

The building takes advantage of passive solar heating 
and lighting. Water is collected from the roof and 
stored in a holding tank from which it is gravity fed 
into a sink for hand washing. The grey water runs off 
neatly into a garden bed. 

No Need to Hold Your Nose
Any smells from decomposition of waste material is 
carried up and away through the raised ventilation 
pipe so, unlike regular outhouses or porta potties, 
there is no need to hold your nose when using it.

And the golden toilet seat award goes to…
Locally sourced materials and local talent add to 
the environmental sustainability and community 
stewardship that this project embodies. If we had a 
golden toilet seat to award to a most deserving group 
in the outhouse category, there’s no doubt in our 
mind that Tapestry would be the winner!

Special Note: 
The North Mountain Farmers 
Market is now open every 
Saturday from 9:00 am – 1:00 pm 

Stop by to buy local fruits, vegetables, berries, 
fresh fish, herbs, flowers, baking, preserves and 
prepared foods. 

While you’re there, have a cup of fresh, locally-
roasted coffee and check out the wide variety of 
arts and crafts by local artists and artisans!



IGNITING 
L  CAL

Community EConomiC DEvElopmEnt Forum

Co-operative Enterprise Council of nB presents...
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From food to renewable energy and investment, the new opportunities for creating jobs and strengthening our 
economy are endless. On June 20, the Co-operative Enterprise Council of New Brunswick (CECNB) will host an event 
called Igniting Local to explore those opportunities, including NB’s new 50% Community Economic Development tax 
credit. The event will be held at the Dieppe Farmers Market, beginning at 11:30 a.m.  

Top experts
This dynamic forum will feature presentations by some of Canada’s top experts in local food, renewable energy and 
community investment funds. The keynote speaker is Jon Steinman, host of the internationally syndicated radio show 
and podcast, Deconstructing Dinner, and president of the Kootenay Co-op, Canada’s largest and most successful natural 
food co-op store.

Other speakers include: Austen Hughes, President and Director, the Wind4All family; Erika Shea, Director of 
Communications, New Dawn, Cape Breton; and, Jeff Harriman, Capital Markets Specialist, NB Financial and Consumer 
Service Commission.

Discover the opportunities
The event is open to the public. Cost is $30/person and $20 for CECNB members, and includes lunch.  Come to learn 
how:

·	 A small co-op in Nelson BC became Canada’s largest and most successful natural food co-op, undertaking a 
$27-million development project and raising millions in equity from members and local credit unions.

·	 Three NS companies - Wind4All, Assante, and Natural Forces - are working together to foster rural economic 
development while providing an investment opportunity for communities in renewable energy. 

·	 New Dawn Enterprises used CEDIFs to establish social enterprises in health care, real estate, and training that 
employ more than 175 people and provide critical services to the local community

·	 New Brunswick’s new 50% Community Economic Development tax credit will help ignite new opportunities for 
local development that previously could only be dreamt about!



please note CECnB’s annual general meeting will be held at 10:00 am and everyone is 
welcome. those interested in attending the Community Economic Development Forum 
only should arrive for 11:30 am.

WHEn: June 20, 10:00 am for AGM and 11:30 am – 3:30 pm for CED Forum

WHErE: Dieppe Farmers Market, 232 Gauvin Road

CoSt: $30/person ($20 for members) includes lunch 

rEGiStEr: www.eventbrite.ca/e/igniting-local-tickets-25514766353 

Contact: info@cecnb.ca or 506-227-9607

GuESt SpEAKErS

IGNITING 
L  CAL

Jon Steinman
President, Kootenay Co-operative, Nelson, BC
Jon Steinman is a well known speaker and host of the internationally syndicated 
radio show and podcast, Deconstructing Dinner, broadcast over 50 radio stations 
across the US and Canada and ranked as the most-listened-to food podcast 
in the country.  In his follow-up television and web series, Deconstructing 
Dinner: Reconstructing our Food System, Jon teamed up with local farmers, 
scientists, backyard gardeners and award winning chefs, to explore, demystify, 
and deconstruct popular foods. Jon is also President of the Kootenay Co-op in his 
home town of Nelson, BC. Canada’s largest and most successful natural food co-
op store, the Kootenay Co-op is currently undertaking a $27-million development 
that will become home to the Co-op’s new 20,000 sq. ft. store, 54 condominiums, 
4 commercial units, and a civic park. Jon is also actively engaged in other food-
related initiatives including Canada’s first CSA program for grain, a flour-milling 
co-op, and a food-focused co-housing community of 24 families. 

Austen Hughes
President & Director, the Wind4All family
Austen was born and raised in Great Britain where he obtained a Diploma 
in Mechanical and Production Engineering, and an Honors Degree in 
Environmental Management. Shortly after immigrating to Canada in 
2003, he started working within the wind industry, initially developing 
approximately 90 MW of community-sized wind energy projects in 
Ontario. He moved to Canada’s east coast in 2009 to concentrate his 
endeavours on Nova Scotia’s wind energy market, primarily focusing on 
the development of a wind energy portfolio for the provinces Community 
Feed-in Tariff Program. Austen is also the Vice President – Operations for 
Natural Forces. 

Jeff Harriman
Capital Markets Specialist, NB Financial and Consumer 
Service Commission

Jeff is the main point of contact for FCNB’s Fullsail initiatives and 
conducts ongoing research on capital markets. He organizes stakeholder 
consultations and provides information and education about the capital-
raising tools and programs available in NB. Over the years, Jeff has worked 
closely with CECNB and been the main contact for the development of NB’s 
new Community Economic Development investment tax credit program. 
Jeff is a Chartered Accountant and prior to joining FCNB worked for a 
decade with Deloitte, with 3 of those years in Brisbane, Australia and 7 in 
Saint John.

Erika Shea
Director of Communications, New Dawn, Cape Breton

New Dawn is Canada’s oldest Community Development Corporation and 
a leader in the use of CED tax credit program to raise investments for 
everything from arts and cultural ventures to health care, real estate and 
post-secondary education. Erika has called Cape Breton home for the last 
eight years and in her role with New Dawn is engaged in numerous exciting 
projects including their new Centre for Social Innovation. Erika is also the 
editor/publisher of The Turnip – a quarterly community paper delivered to all 
of those who, like her, live North of Dorchester.
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Nova Scotia confident in renewable 
energy target with or without Muskrat 
Falls
Nova Scotia is making plans to ensure it can meet its 
renewable energy targets of 40% of its electricity from green 
sources by 2020 no matter what happens to the $9.2 billion 
Muskrat Falls hydroelectric project in Labrador, says the 
province’s energy minister.

Source: http://globalnews.ca/news/2692332/nova-scotia-
confident-in-renewable-energy-target-with-or-without-
muskrat-falls/ 

NB government releases discussion 
guide on climate change
A discussion guide entitled Building a Stronger New 
Brunswick Response to Climate Change has been released 
by government to outline some of the challenges and 
opportunities and to help the select committee on climate 
change consult with the public. 

Source: www2.gnb.ca/content/gnb/en/news/news_
release.2016.05.0444.html   

Free Assessment and Energy Efficiency 
Upgrades in Nova Scotia
The HomeWarming program offers a no-charge energy 
assessment and free home upgrades such as draft-proofing 
and insulation to income-qualified homeowners to help 
reduce heating and power bills. 

HomeWarming is sponsored by the Province of NS and NS 
Power who have volunteered to fund the $37 million, 10-
year energy efficiency program. The program is targeted 
to lower-income residents who heat their homes with 
electricity and will be delivered by the Clean Foundation.

For more info: homewarming.ca or call 1-877-434-2136

Island Food Skills Initiative to expand
A program that teaches young people how to prepare 
and enjoy healthy local food is growing to make it a “truly 
Island initiative.” The Island Food Skills Initiative, which 
started in Charlottetown in 2015 with workshops and a 
summer camp, is now expanding to Summerside. Chef and 
program director Chris Sallie graduated from the Culinary 
Institute of Canada at Holland College. After 10 years in the 
industry, he decided to pass along some of his skills to young 
people and help them connect with local food. 

Source: CBC News www.cbc.ca/news/canada/
prince-edward-island/island-food-skills-initiative-
expanding-1.3425038 

Rules won’t let N.S. woman live off 
the grid
Cheryl Smith wants to live off the grid, but has found it’s not 
easy to cut her ties with the power company. 

She wants to live in a 14-by-20-foot home. She was planning 
to move in a year ago, but without an occupancy permit, the 
Shelburne County woman says she has been held back.

“I just don’t want to leave a big footprint on the earth,” she 
says. “I want to try and be as environmentally friendly as 
possible.”

The move to mini homes is a new trend that’s growing in the 
United States, and is getting increasingly popular in Canada.

Smith doesn’t want electricity in her home. According to 
code, however, it’s essential so she can have proper smoke 
detectors and an air exchange system. “If what we’re trying 
to do is move the world into a greener place and make it 
more environmentally friendly so there’s something still 
left for our children, then why am I being forced to rely on 
electricity or fossil fuels if I don’t want to?’” says Smith.

Town officials say they understand what Smith is trying to 
do, but building codes must follow the same standards from 
coast-to-coast. The building inspector says they’re in place 
for a reason – to ensure the safety of the homeowner. 

Source:  CTV Atlantic http://atlantic.ctvnews.ca/mobile/
rules-won-t-let-n-s-woman-live-off-the-grid-1.2498006

In the News
The construction site of the hydroelectric facility at Muskrat Falls, 
Newfoundland and Labrador is seen on Tuesday, July 14, 2015.
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Nova Scotia’s first ‘Mobile Food Market’ rolls through HRM
Dozens of people showed up to check out a new and innovative way to shop for fresh fruit and vegetables on Saturday 
morning in East Preston, N.S. It’s called the Mobile Food Market and offers residents a chance to shop for healthy food on 
a city bus that’s been fitted as a store. 

Source: globalnews.ca/news/2701528/first-ever-mobile-food-market-rolls-through-halifax/ 

The Obstacles New Farmers in Canada Face - Shannon’s Story
My name is Shannon and I am a farmer. My partner Bryan is also a farmer and together we own 
and operate Broadfork Farm, a small-scale, organic market garden that provides us with 100% of 
our income.

Neither of us grew up on a farm. We each started our farming journey by apprenticing on farms we 
admired. It took a number of years learning from experienced farmers before we felt ready to think 
about starting a farm. We met while working on neighbouring farms…..

See: http://campaign.foodsecurecanada.org/blog_on_new_farmers_issues_written_by_s_jones 

Electric car charging outlets to be required in all new homes: report
Would buying a home with a pre-installed electric car charging outlet persuade you to give up 
your gas guzzler? The Quebec government sure hopes so.

According to the Journal 
de Montreal, the Couillard 
government will soon require all 
new homes built in Quebec to 
have a 240 volt external outlet for 
recharging electric vehicles.

Adding the charging port during 
construction would only cost 
a couple hundred dollars, as 
opposed to a charging station 

after the fact, which can set you back nearly $1,000.

If you rent your home the government wants to make sure 
you can go green too.

According to the report, the government plans to force 
owners of rental properties to offer tenants a charging 
station, the measure includes all existing buildings and not 
just new ones being built.

To help ease the backlash from rental property owners, the 
government is expected to offer a $600 grant to install the 
charge terminal.

The Quebec Liberals hope to have 100,000 electric cars on 
Quebec roads by 2020. There are a little over 8,000 right 
now. (Source: CJAD 800 AM)
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So what does NS, PEI and NB have in common?  
Well, besides the fact that they are among the most 
beautiful places to live on this earth, have an abundance 
of natural resources, and are positively brimming with 
innovative, friendly people who care deeply about their 
communities and the environment? Well besides all that, 
I’d have to say it’s the Community Economic Development 
(CED) tax credit that has the rest of the country green with 
envy.  

What is this CED tax credit and why should I 
care? 
Without getting into a lot of technical gibberish, the long 
and the short of these tax credit programs (commonly 
known as CEDIFs) are that they give ordinary folks like 
you and me the opportunity to invest in local businesses 
that are doing good things for our communities and the 
environment…and get a significant tax break (35% - 65%) 
for doing so.

All three Maritime provinces are now offering CED tax 
credits to encourage and support Community Economic 
Development businesses such as solar farms, wind 
projects, biomass, local food, eco-tourism, sports facilities, 
micro breweries, farmer markets, technology, community 
theatres, campgrounds, galleries, and other enterprises 
that create jobs and build local economies. 

Nova Scotia takes lead
The first CEDIF program originated in NS in 1999; however, 
it took a number of years before groups began to use it, 
probably because of the fairly complicated process at that 
time. Once people started to see the potential, however, 
innovative projects began to emerge. Since then tens of 
millions of dollars have been raised for local economic 
development. 

The current NS tax credit is 35% for the first 5 years; 
however, if a person retains their shares for another five 
years they get an additional tax credits of 20% and then 
another 10% for another five years if they don’t cash in 
their share. This is a total of 65% plus whatever dividends 
the CED business is paying each year.

Prince Edward Island follows
In 2012, PEI followed Nova Scotia’s example and 
established a similar tax credit; however, theirs is a fixed 
35% with no additional tax breaks for retaining the shares 
beyond the first five years. 

In April of this year, the NB government announced a 
50% tax credit for a four-year holding period. The NB tax 
credit is being touted as the most generous of all due to its 
investor-friendly characteristics, shorter retention period, 
and simpler application process. Corporations and trusts 
can also invest in CED businesses and receive a 15% tax 
credit.  

RRSP eligible
An added bonus of CED tax credits is that people can self-
direct their RRSPs into them and get both the tax benefits 
of the RRSP in addition to the CED tax credit. This means 
it’s actually possible to get back 80%-90% of investment in 
a CED business through tax breaks.  
 
Nearly $2 billion per year leaves the Maritime provinces in 
RRSPs alone. About 2% of that comes back. Imagine what it 
could mean if we captured 10% or even 20%? What kind of 
a difference would it make in the Maritimes if we invested 
$400 million every year into local community economic 
development? That’s our dream at CECNB and the reason 
we have worked so hard to make this program a reality in 
New Brunswick. 

Community Economic Development is about 
impact 
People often ask me what Community Economic 
Development is and the short answer is that it’s a different 
approach to building our economy: one in which people 
and planet are at the core of business decisions and where 
success is measured in terms of the health and well-being 
of the community rather than the GDP. While profit is 
important, the primary reason a CED business exists is 
to make a positive impact, not to maximize profits for 
shareholders.

This does not mean that CED businesses are not profitable. 

Community Economic Development Tax Credits: 

Why the Maritimes are the envy of Canada
By Wendy Keats, Executive Director Co-operative Enterprise Council (CECNB)
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Serving up renewable energy since 2003

We can help 
  you with   
renewable 
   energy 
 sources, 
  contact us to   
     see how

902 664 8342  
506 536 2070
info@fundysolar.ca

Off Grid Home in PEI
7.5kW Solar Array

Dual Classic 150 Solar Charge Controllers
4.4kW 120/240VAC Sine-wave Inverter

1500Ah Rolls Surrette battery bank
Hot water supplied by excess solar power 

or wood stove

www.fundysolar.ca

Indeed, research has shown that co-operatives, for 
example, are nearly twice as likely as any other business 
to succeed. There are hundreds of CED businesses across 
the country (see CCEDNet for more info) and many are 
profitable enough to be able to provide a modest ROI to 
investors. As people become increasingly aware of how 
their investment dollars are being used, (e.g. oil extraction, 
arms manufacturing) they are becoming increasingly 
interested in investing at least a portion of their portfolio 
into CED businesses that are more in tune with their values. 

CED businesses have different relationships with 
their investors
Just Us Coffee Roasters is a success story by any measure, 
including having used the Nova Scotia CED Tax Credit 
several times over the years to raise more than $3 million.  
Debra Moore, co-founder of Just Us, says it was this infusion 
of capital at critical points in their growth that made the 
difference between success and failure. 

But there is an added bonus for co-ops and other mission-
driven businesses to have investors who feel like they are 
members and owners. They become a powerful marketing 

and sales force. “Our investors are also our customers and 
our greatest supporters. Because they feel like an owner 
and are vested in our success, they become a huge part of 
our sales force. It’s amazing to have 3,500 or 4,000 people 
out there promoting your product because they believe in 
you and want you to succeed. Not because they want a big 
financial return on their investment but because you are 
doing the right thing.”

So now it’s up to us
If you’re like me, you spend a lot of time worrying about our 
declining economy and wishing things could be different.  
Well now they can and I’ll be putting my money where my 
mouth is, investing in locally-owned CED businesses that 
care about my community and the environment. I hope to 
see you all at a shareholder meeting.   

For more information on tax credits, visit:
In NB:  http://fcnb.ca/cedc.html 
In NS: http://cedif.ca/ 
In PE: http://www.gov.pe.ca/cedb/index.
php3?number=1038173&lang=E 



Green Energy  
focus of Aboriginal learning event
The Joint Economic Development Initiative (JEDI) is an Aboriginal not-for-profit organization dedicated to supporting 
Aboriginal participation in New Brunswick’s economy. 

Three times per year, JEDI does learning events and with the changes proposed at the federal level around 
Aboriginal green energy and the new LORESS program coming on line (the province intends to purchase up to 40 
megawatts of green energy from First Nations groups), JEDI felt it would be an excellent time to focus their June 
plenary session on renewable energy.
 
Gala dinner
A gala dinner at the Delta Beausejour Moncton on June 28 will kick off the event. Keynote speaker is Matt Jamieson, 
CEO of Six Nations Grand River Development Corporation, who will share how his organization generates 900 MW 
of energy from 34 active sustainable energy projects. Everyone is welcome and tickets can be purchased at  
www.jedinb.ca or by calling 506.444.5650. The following day a free, open event will be held with trade shows, 
speakers, panels and workshops.  

More about JEDI
JEDI began in 1995 as a tripartite 
partnership between Aboriginal 
communities in New Brunswick, 
the Government of Canada and the 
Government of New Brunswick. Since 
then, JEDI has worked closely with its 
partners from Aboriginal communities, 
organizations, government and the private 
sector to foster Aboriginal economic 
development in New Brunswick.  

JEDI focuses its work on the support of 
Aboriginal:

• Entrepreneurs and small business

• Community economic development

• Workforce development

• Partnerships with the public and  
   private sector
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insulation, and anything that 
will save you energy!  
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cold composting 
By Maika Branch

What happened to winter? When did this happen? I thought it wasn’t here yet but it’s spring. Very close to 
summer, in fact. So close, I can almost taste the manifested form of warm, long days, mosquitoes, crickets 
humming at night, mosquitoes, ice in a lemonade-filled glass, mosquitoes...

With summer quickly approaching, the whole house is in uproar. Seeds must be planted. Gardens tilled. Compost 
bins filled.

Speaking of which, how much do you know about composting? Cold composting, that is. It can be a long and 
tedious process, sometimes taking a few years to get the amount of fertilizer your garden needs. There is also, of 
course, hot composting, but I won’t get into that today.

Why should anyone compost?
So why bother? Why wait so long to make your own compost to use in a garden, when you can get the same 
thing at the store without all the work? Good question. But think about it. As humans, we need to eat, and throw 
out all the things we don’t consume, apple cores and the like. It’s such a waste (and did I mention it’s free? Yes, I 
think I did.) It makes the best fertilizer for your plants and garden. Seriously. 

How does one start composting?
If you are just beginning to compost, you’ll need a bin, especially if you want to compost a large amount. Your 
compost bin should be in a sheltered place, able to get sun but away from the heaviest storms. It should be 
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about 4’ X 4’ X 4’ and have a slanted roof so snow slides off. Preferably it should have 
hinges that can open and the door on the front should open also. There should be no 
bottom - nothing in between the ground and the inside of the bin - so worms can dig 
their way up through the ground and speed up decomposition. The entire facade of 
the bin should be open, but make sure it is covered in something akin to chicken wire 
– small critters like racoons and squirrels can be a nuisance if they get in. 

What are green and brown composts? 
With your bin ready to go, it would be wise to being by layering your compost with 
layers of green and brown. What does that mean? Well, brown compost would be 
the things from your garden, like twigs, pine needles, a handful of dirt, etc. The green 
layers would be organic table scraps from the kitchen. 

But be sure to never put in the following:
Fish and meat, (attract too many animals,) oil and butter, rhubarb leaves, (poison 
the compost,) potato skins and pumpkin seeds, (are known for sprouting in your 
compost,) cat and dog litter, (chicken feces are great, though...)

Harvesting 
It’s a year later. The snow has just melted, and the ground is soft. The bottom of your 
compost bin is filled with a soft, dark soil, the fruit of your labour. With a shovel, turn 
the compost around a few times throughout the month and then, about May, put the 
almost fully decomposed compost over your vegetable beds, or wherever else you 
want to put this perfect fertilizer. 

TIP: When you use your fertilizer, remember to leave a 
few inches in the compost bin so the worms return the 
next year to start the process anew.

In conclusion
There is something to be said, about the process, something almost... honourable? 
Yes, I think that’s the word. There is something honourable about composting, how 
the dead plants helping the new ones on their journey to grow. A metaphor is most 
likely hidden in there somewhere.

Cold composting is the most hands-off way to compost, and a favourite of mine. 
There is no doubt that you can learn more from other sources, but hopefully I gave 
you a few pieces of knowledge you can take with you.

Until we meet again

About the 
Author  
Maika E. Branch is a 12-year-
old published author who 
resides in Moncton, NB, 
where she attends middle 
school. Her first book, 
Calagarmii Cliffs, started out 
as a personal summer project 
that she wrote at the age 
of ten. She offers creative 
writing coaching for children 
and pre-teens and recently 
finished a new manuscript, 
The Sisters of Serenah, a 
fiction fantasy for young 
adults that will be on the 
market soon. 
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About the 
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“Frank and his wife 
currently live in 
Edmonton and have 
recently bought land in 
Ship Harbour, NS where 
they plan to build an 
off-grid home. They are 
taking us all on their 
journey beginning with 
the research phase 
through to…well, where 
ever they happen to 
end up!” 

Ok, I used the washroom;  

now where do  
I hide it?
By Frank Pittman

Author’s Note: This is the second of a two-part series on human waste which offers my  
(admittedly uneducated) perceptions. As always, I welcome your feedback and insight  
so feel free to contact me at pittman39@hotmail.com. 

Urine (aka Pee, Piddle, Wee Wee)
Hey, did you hear the one about the guy who studied all night for his urine test? Well, I didn’t go quite that far but I did 
do some research and discovered some very interesting things about pee. For example, did you know that fresh urine, 
less than a day old, is virtually sterile and an excellent booster ingredient for manure and other composts?

If diluted correctly, it can be used for potted plants and even in a vegetable garden. I recently read that applying urine 
once a week to your garden can double your yield! Researchers in Nepal planted sweet peppers in a variety of fertilizers 

and those grown in a combination of human urine and compost grew the tallest and yielded 
the most peppers. Another study at a University in Finland found that tomato plants grown in a 
mixture of urine and ash produced four times as many tomatoes as the control group. Urine on 
compost piles can also be helpful as it provides nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus that your 
compost pile may need. 

Caution: Urine more than a day old produces ammonia which can kill plants so, like 
with so many other things, fresh is best. 

Used for power generation
Another emerging use of urine is power generation. A group of four teenage girls in Nigeria 
created an electrical generator that runs on urine by separating out the hydrogen. One litre 
was enough to power a cell phone for six hours. Following in their footsteps, researchers at the 
University of Bath developed the Pee Power Urinal that uses microbes to turn urine into fuel. The 
system “taps a portion of the biochemical energy used for microbial growth, and converts that 
directly into electricity — what we are calling urine-tricity or pee power.” These Smart toilets are 
very cheap to operate (I guess nobody is charging for their pee?) and, in partnership with Oxfam, 
the University of Bath hopes to bring electricity to refugee camps in disaster areas.

Boosts immune system
If you’re still not convinced that pee is a good thing, some other uses include strengthening 
your engine block (before a race, drivers used to pee on their motors to help harden the metal), 
softening leather (a technique used for thousands of years by Romans), bleaching and dying 
clothes (in the 16th century, rich English families had special pots for collecting urine to send 
to their dyers), and last, but certainly not least, to boost your immune system and promote 
meditation (I’ll leave that one to your imagination).

Feces (aka number two, poop, dung, manure)
Cultures from the Middle East to Africa, Asia and other regions without a steady supply of wood 
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have used either animal or human dung to start and maintain their fires for thousand of years. Once dried, the pathogens 
have been killed off and can be used for either straight fires or steam power generation. This energy source is beginning to 
be harvested on a large scale as huge industrial feedlots produce tons of the stuff. 

The use of poop as fertilizer is also an ancient practice that continues to this day. In China, human manure (humanure) has 
a long history of use in the agricultural sector. In the late 1950s as much as 90% of all human feces was being composted 
for this purpose. As feces is an organic resource material, it is rich in nutrients that can be quite readily returned to the soil 
when converted to humus through the composting process. It should be noted, however, that it can carry pathogens so 
proper composting methods are important.  

Biodiesel generator
Biogas is a very real and interesting proposition. You can harvest the methane that comes from manure and use it for 
cooking or to power a biodiesel generator. The matter must sit for 50-60 days and go through multiple stages in an 
anaerobic digester. I read recently that it takes 20 kg of solid waste to produce 2 hours of cooking time so you might have 
to bring over your family and friends to help! I’m not sure I envision myself cooking with methane however powering a 
generator might be an option. 

If you still aren’t convinced about the value of poop, think about Kopi Luwak, the most expensive coffee in the world that 
comes from the Asian Palm Civet, a small animal in the Indonesian Islands that loves to eat coffee cherries. The Civet 
excretes the partially digested cherries which are then gathered, washed, and sold for hundreds of dollars per pound. 

So there you have it folks, “urine” the know about poop!

Note:  For a full crash course on human manure, be sure to check out the Humanure Handbook by Joseph Jenkins. It can be 
downloaded free at https://humanurehandbook.com/downloads/humanure_instruction_manual.pdf
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The
Straw Bale Garden
By Bob Ewing

Many of us today have busy lives, with little time to do anything more than we already are. And while we may want 
to grow some of our own food, we simply can’t find the time in our hectic schedules to dig and hoe a big garden. But 
there’s good news: gardening doesn’t have to be time-consuming! 

A straw bale garden is easy to install and requires only a minimum of care. All you have to do is place the straw bales 
where they will get at least six hours of sunlight per day, then plant.

Raised garden
Sound too easy? Think this is some sort of trick? Well, think again. Straw bale 
gardening is actually a great “no-dig” method and has the added bonus of being 
raised so you don’t have to break your back bending over to plant and weed it.

The number of bales will depend upon the size you want the garden to be. It can be 
kept as simple as planting a few cherry tomatoes and basil in one bale or you can do a 
much larger garden with other crops that are ideal for straw bales such as tomatoes, 
potatoes, squash, greens or peppers. Even gourds and flowers do well in a straw bale 
and you can stake any plants that need it.

No-dig bed
Be sure to place the bales where you want them to stay; they’re not easy to move. 
You can use a bale for at least two seasons and it makes ideal mulch or can be 
composted when its life as a garden is finished. I grew potatoes for two seasons this 
way and then used the straw to begin a new no-dig garden bed.

When you have selected the spot where the straw bale raised garden will go, be sure to place the bales on their sides.  



About the 
Author  
Bob Ewing is a permaculture 
specialist and applies his 
knowledge of design and 
development to a variety 
of areas ranging from food 
security to adult literacy. 
He has designed gardens 
for individuals, schools 
and community and is 
an active volunteer in his 
community President of the 
Campbellton Food Buying 
Club, the Campbellton 
Farmers Farmers Market, 
the Restigouche Community 
Inclusion Network, and the 
Campbellton Rotary Club. 
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Then water the bales over a seven-day period, making sure that they are wet right 
through. The bales will slowly cool over the coming week and then be ready for planting.

Add compost
Add between three and five inches of compost to the bale tops and you are ready to plant. Salad greens will do well in 
this garden and will begin producing quite rapidly if they are placed where they get the sun they need to grow.

Instead of adding soil to the top of the bale, you can cut a few holes in the bale, then add compost and plant. It is 
important to use straw bales rather than hay, as hay has seeds in it and you will get a crop that you are not looking for - 
one that will compete with the plants you want. Wheat straw is readily available in many places and does very well as a 
garden bed.

If you are looking for a quick start, a garden that is easy to care for, and one that takes an aging (or aching) body into 
consideration, then you may just want to get your hands on a straw bale or two and start your own!



Andrea Delahunty

The process of raising meat birds isn’t a long one or a very difficult one but just like any other animal, you need to be 
prepared for the time and effort that will go into it. Also you need to be aware of the rules for your particular area.  
There are provincial as well as municipal rules when it comes to raising chickens. 

Another step in our plan to live Off Grid is to raise our own animals and like most people, that started with chickens.  
The reasons for raising meat birds are as varied as the people who raise them, but I would suspect most of us want to 
be free from having to buy mass produced, expensive, and often questionable products. The benefits of raising your 
own chickens goes way beyond saving money at the grocery store.   
 
We have a greater connection to our food. We have such pride in knowing that we’ve done this great thing with 
our family and friends. We have also become part of a community of like-minded individuals who share our passion 
and, for me, having a support system in a new venture (off grid or otherwise) is another tool that will help with our 
success.

Where to pick up a chick
Sourcing: Our local feed store has several “chick days” starting in the spring and running every few weeks throughout 
the summer. I would recommend this as a starting point for beginners. Some stores will offer several different kinds 
of birds, depending on what’s available to them throughout the year or what their customers have requested.  

Every area is different and regulations stipulate what you can get from hatcheries in different areas. You may be 
able to go directly to a hatchery and get your chicks or be able to order from a specific hatchery. Again, check your 
regulations.  

Depending on the breed of chicken you are interested in, a buy and sell site or social media group could be a good 
place to source your chickens. Heritage breeds or mixed breed chickens are often available locally through private 

Raising Chickens for Meat Part One
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sales. Visiting a poultry show may be a bit overwhelming if you are just getting started (or even for someone who 
has had birds for a while) but you will get a good idea of the sizes of different breeds of birds and be able to talk 
to owners about specific temperaments and what they like or don’t like about a particular breed of bird.   

Bringing Your Chicks Home  
When you bring your chicks home they will be tiny little fluff balls that will need to be in a “brooder”. This can be 
anything from a plastic tote to a kids’ pool to a premade commercial brooder. The choices are endless but the 
main thing to remember is that the chicks need some sort of clean bedding, a heat source, and access to clean 
water and food. We have two sizes of plastic tubs that we use and they move to the bigger one as they grow and 
need more space. It’s nothing fancy but it works and once we are done with the brooder stage, all of the supplies 
are stored right in it and put away for next time.  

For bedding I prefer wood shavings because I find 
it easier to clean up but we have also used straw at 
times and it works just as well. Some people also use 
shredded paper, but I worry about it getting slippery 
and the chicks not being able to stand properly. 

A heat lamp or brooder heat plate are the most 
common heating options. There are (pardon the pun) 
heated debates around which one to use but I will let 
you do your own research on the pros/cons of each.  

Feeding your chicks
If you are buying a commercially made feed for your 
birds you will start them out with appropriately 
named “chick starter. “ Its tiny crumbles that are 
easy for the chicks to eat. After 3-4 weeks you can 
move onto a grower/finisher feed and this is usually 
available in a crumb or pellet. There are a lot of 
different feeds out there and the options are varied; 
medicated or non-medicated, crumb, pellet, organic, 
non-GMO, etc.  

You also have the option of making your own mix, although I urge you to do a lot of research before you do as 
you will need to know the nutritional requirements for birds at different ages/stages.

One important thing that we have learned with meat chickens is that they love to eat, more than any other 
activity! It is important to raise their feeders as they grow and place the food and water away from each other so 
that the birds have to get up and move around.

Stayed tuned for more
Part Two of Raising Chickens for Meat will be covered in the next edition of Off Grid East Coast where I will cover 
topics including housing, bedding, processing and more. In the meantime, I hope this article has helped some of 
you give consideration to the option of raising your own chickens, regardless of whether you live off grid or even 
in the city!
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Canned Heat:
Newfoundland and Labrador company 
turns soda cans into solar panels
Jim Meaney truly follows the environmental mantra of reduce, reuse, and recycle. 
The president of Cansolair Inc. takes soda cans and transforms them into solar 
heating panels. “The panels beat everything on the planet,” for their size and flow 
rate, Meaney said in an Ocean Resources article.

Alunium not only attracts the heat but it is a good conductor of heat.

Meaney, a Newfoundland and Labrador mechanic, proficient with engines of all sizes 
and ingenuity in all scales, has been working with the concept for more than 30 years. 
He began experimenting with solar panels in 1977 as a hobby. He tried different styles 
and prototypes until finally developing and testing the current Model RA 240 SOLAR 
MAX (RA240) with the assistance of Canada’s National Research Council. Cansolair 
claims a 20 per cent reduction in heating costs after installation of the solar air heater.

Since 2003, Cansolair Inc. has continued to develop its network internationally and 
has sent its solar heating products to over 17 countries worldwide.

Contact Jim Meaney at Cansolair Inc. for your own free heating without pollution

Jim Meaney

advetorial

Cansolair Inc.
P.O. Box 389
Spaniard’s Bay, NL
Canada  A0A 3X0
Phone: 1-709-786-9448
jim@cansolair.com

www.cansolair.com



Fundy Solar Ltd
431 Jolicure Rd., Jolicure, NB E4L 2S3
Phone: 902-664-8342
www.fundysolar.com 

NBTA Credit Union
650 Montgomery St.
Fredericton, NB E3B 5C8
Phone: 506-452-1827
www.nbtacu.nb.ca 

EnerGreen Builders Co-operative Ltd.
Box 6306, Sackville, NB E4L 1G6
Phone: 506-536-1333
www.energreen.coop 

Recycle NB
1-888-322-8473 
506-454-8473
www.recyclenb.com

Energy Systems and Design
745 Waterford Rd                                     
Waterford, NB Canada E4E 5B4
Phone: 506-433-3151
www.microhydropower.com 

Epic Energy Solutions 
Phone: 506.461.4240
Fredericton, NB
www.epicenergysolutions.ca 

Cansolair Inc.
P.O. Box 389
Spaniard’s Bay, NL Canada  A0A 3X0
Phone: 1-709-786-9448
jim@cansolair.com
cansolair.com

Featured advertisers in this issue

As an advertiser with Off Grid East Coast, you have a unique opportunity to 
connect with Maritimers who share your commitment to the environment.

 
 

Contact:
Steven Boyce

Director of Advertising Sales
Off Grid East Coast e-zine

Cell: 506-852-1001 
Email: stevenboycecanada1@gmail.com

An initiative of the Co-operative Enterprise Council of New Brunswick  
with the support of the NB Environmental Trust Fund.
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